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Historical Documents

• Dealing with spelling variation

• Making old texts accessible for research

Morphologically-Rich Languages

talossani t a l o s s a n i

+

t a l o NOUN s s a +Ine n i +Poss_1SG

NOUN.Sg.Ine.Poss_1SG

+
• Improving tokenization for MRLs

• “Bringing more linguistics into NLP”

Creoles

• Compiling datasets and models for creoles

• Data availability and quality issues



Most NLP research is done on English

• How often are languages mentioned

in papers in theExternal-Link-Alt ACL Anthology?

• 1,466 identified languages, but only

23% appear in more than 10 papers

BOOKMARK Damian Blasi et al. (2022). “Systematic Inequalities in Language Technology Performance across the World’s Languages”.

https://aclanthology.org/
http://dx.doi.org/10.18653/v1/2022.acl-long.376


Task quality vs. number of speakers
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AmericasNLP 2021 Shared Task

• Translate from Spanish into one

of ten Indigenous American

languages.

• Low-resource setting

• Asháninka: 4,000 sentences
• Quechua: 125,000 sentences



Monolingual Data

• Wikipedia

• Aymara, Guaraní,
Nahuatl, Quechua

• Bible translations

• Aymara, Guaraní, Quechua

• Individual books

Parallel Data

• JW300 corpus

• Aymara

• Tatoeba corpus

• Guarani

• Bible corpus

• Nahuatl, Quechua

BOOKMARK Marcel Bollmann et al. (2021). “Moses and the Character-Based Random Babbling Baseline: CoAStaL at AmericasNLP 2021 Shared Task”.

http://dx.doi.org/10.18653/v1/2021.americasnlp-1.28


Let’s start with Moses!

• Statistical machine translationARROWS-ALT-H naïve neural baseline

We did not manage to improve on this.



Are our results better than “random babbling”?

LIGHTBULB What if we just

randomly generated

character n-grams?

Almost never ranked last among all submissions

Scored 5th out of 12 on Asháninka



Helsinki Team placed 1st on all languages

1. Data quality:

Extensive cleaning & filtering

2. Data quantity: Backtranslation

3. Transformer model with carefully

tweaked training regime

Overall, these BLEU scores are still very low!

BOOKMARK Raúl Vázquez et al. (2021). “The Helsinki submission to the AmericasNLP shared task”.

http://dx.doi.org/10.18653/v1/2021.americasnlp-1.29


This year’s results released on May 9th!
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Creoles: An example from Singlish

BOOKMARK Heather Lent et al. (2021). “On Language Models for Creoles”.

https://aclanthology.org/2021.conll-1.5


Should we even do this? Language technology needs

BOOKMARK Heather Lent et al. (2022). “What a Creole Wants, What a Creole Needs”.

https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.691


Haitian Creole: Where to obtain data?

• Not a lot of existing resources…

External-Link-Alt creole-nlp.github.io

https://creole-nlp.github.io/


What about web-crawled data?

• OSCAR: raw text in 166 languages

• Not a single creole

• Massively multilingual datasets often have

severe quality issues

• 7 out of 50 languages contained
not a single correct sentence.

• Poorest quality: African languages,
minority languages “closely related to
higher-resource languages”

External-Link-Alt oscar-project.org

BOOKMARK Julia Kreutzer et al. (2022). “Quality at a Glance: An Audit of Web-Crawled Multilingual Datasets”. TACL 10.

https://oscar-project.org/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1162/tacl_a_00447


What about Wikipedia? (I)

• Often template-based

ARROW-RIGHT Not a lot of

linguistic variety



What about Wikipedia? (II)

• Largely names and foreign-language titles

• Word-/phrase-level language

identification is surprisingly hard!



A Creole benchmark dataset

• 28 Creole languages, 6 NLP tasks

• Machine translation
• Sentiment analysis
• Named entity recognition
…

• Emphasis on data quality

• Parts were professionally translated

• Hope: encourage more research into NLP for Creoles!

Coming soon!
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NLP for historical documents

• Making historical documents

more widely accessible

• Enabling new research directions

• Requires various NLP tasks

• Part-of-speech tagging
• Named entity recognition
• Entity linking
…

External-Link-Alt linguistics.rub.de/comphist

https://www.linguistics.rub.de/comphist/


Example: the Anselm corpus

• Early New High German

(1350–1650)

• Semi-parallel texts,

4,000–14,000 tokens each

• Lack of orthographic conventions:

ca. 70% of all tokens are variants

Frau

fraw

fräwe

frauwe

fraüwe

frowe

frow

frawevrauwe

vrowe

vrouwe

vorwe

fraẅ

vraw

vrow



Historical text normalization pipeline

ayn hocher lerer hieß anſhelmve

ein hoher Lehrer hieß Anselm

ein hoher Lehrer hieß AnselmPER



A common theme?



Quantitative Issues

• Few datasets to begin with

• Even unlabelled data can be hard
to come by

• Many languages missing from
OSCAR, Wikipedia, etc.

• Historical documents can’t be
web-crawled

Qualitative Issues

• Web-crawled data often noisy

• Even “curated” sources have
quality issues

• Repetitive or “templatey” text

• Proper nouns or
foreign-language phrases

• Surface-level variation

• Hard to do reliable language identification
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My plan in 2018… MorphIRe

• “Morphologically-Informed Representations for Natural Language Processing”

talossani t a l o s s a n i

+

t a l o NOUN s s a +Ine n i +Poss_1SG

NOUN.Sg.Ine.Poss_1SG

+



Subword tokenization is statistically motivated

pappersindustriarbetareförbundet

“paper industry worker’s union”

• What we might hope to get:

pappers ##industri ##arbetare ##förbundet

• What mBERT’s tokenizer produces:

pa ##pper ##sin ##dust ##ria ##rb ##etar ##ef ##ör ##bundet



A sample from mBERT’s vocabulary



Scripts represented in multilingual BERT

• mBERT can represent

27 different scripts.

• Latin-script subwords make

up 54% of the total

vocabulary.

• “Shared vocabulary”, but

it’s not shared equally!



Fertility: “How many subword tokens per word?”

BOOKMARK Judit Ács (2019). Exploring BERT’s Vocabulary.

http://juditacs.github.io/2019/02/19/bert-tokenization-stats.html


Fertility correlates with downstream performance

“ [T]he tokenizer’s ability of representing a language plays a crucial role

[for downstream performance]; Consequently, choosing a sub-optimal to-

kenizer typically results in deteriorated downstream performance.

”— Rust et al. (2021)

BOOKMARK Phillip Rust et al. (2021). “How Good is Your Tokenizer? On the Monolingual Performance of Multilingual Language Models”.

http://dx.doi.org/10.18653/v1/2021.acl-long.243


Gradient-based subword tokenization

• Charformer learns tokenization “end-to-end.”

BOOKMARK Yi Tay et al. (2021). “Charformer: Fast Character Transformers via Gradient-based Subword Tokenization”. arXiv abs/2106.12672.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.12672


Character-based tokenization

W e l c o m e ␣ t o ␣ L i n k ö p i n g

• CaninePEN uses Unicode codepoints.

• ByT5Paperclip uses raw bytes.

Efficiency? Characters/bytes carry much less information…

PENJonathan H. Clark et al. (2022). “Canine: Pre-training an Efficient Tokenization-Free Encoder for Language
Representation”. In: TACL 10, pp. 73–91.
PaperclipLinting Xue et al. (2022). “ByT5: Towards a Token-Free Future with Pre-trained Byte-to-Byte Models”. In:
TACL 10, pp. 291–306.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1162/tacl_a_00448
http://dx.doi.org/10.1162/tacl_a_00448
http://dx.doi.org/10.1162/tacl_a_00461


Modelling language with pixels

• PIXEL encodes text rendered as an image.

BOOKMARK Phillip Rust et al. (2022). “Language Modelling with Pixels”. arXiv abs/2207.06991. ICLR 2023.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.06991


Balance-Scale-Left Language File-Alt

Some questions that interest me



NLP beyond English

Balance-Scale-Left What can we do to reduce the “language gap”?

• There’s a lot of room for improvement on under-explored languages and domains.

Language Can we abstract away from different writing systems?

• It shouldn’t matter if e.g. Serbian is written in Cyrillic or Latin.

File-Alt How do we address data quantity/quality issues?

• We probably need to do more than just “collect more data.”



Thank you!
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